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ADVERTISEMENT

Holographic images and 3-D glasses are not only fueling movie attendance

but the resurgence of a Commerce Township company.

IGI is selling its large-scale, high-resolution projection systems to clients

such as Boeing and General Motors Co. that use virtual reality to improve

their designs and engineering and get their products quickly to market.

"Car companies are continuously trying to go to market quicker," said Pat

Hernandez, founder and president of IGI. "If you can hit the market when

that product is hot, you can sell more."

After business slumped during the auto industry's crisis and the recession,

IGI had its best year in 2011, Hernandez said. The company plans to add
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Steve Harman, front, and Aaron Vlk demonstrate a pow er w indow  portable projection system Tuesday at IGI in Commerce
Tow nship. (Bryan Mitchell / Special to The Detroit New s)
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10 employees within the year, he said, adding that he hopes to open a

satellite office on the East Coast within a couple years, in addition to an

existing office in Carmel, Ind.

IGI's fortunes have grown because its technology helps its clients move

beyond developing physical prototypes. Companies can look at their

product inside and out in a 360-degree circumference. The quality is so

refined that details such as the leather texture on the instrument panel are

crystal clear, Hernandez said.

"You would swear you were looking at the real vehicle," he said.

Ford Motor Co. is using this technology in its Immersive Vehicle

Environment lab, launched in 2007, which receives system support from IGI

— formerly known as Immersion Graphics Inc.

In the lab, an image of a vehicle is projected out into the room and users

wear special glasses that constantly change the view based on where

users turn their heads. When they look behind them, for instance, they see

the backseat of the car.

"It's like taking a 3-D movie one step further," said Elizabeth Baron, a Ford

technical specialist in the virtual reality lab. "It's identical to you sitting in

one of the cars except when you reach out to touch something nothing is

there."

Ford even has a more advanced station where users can grab and feel

attributes of the car, such as the virtual steering wheel.

"In an F-150, you need to feel upright, where in a Mustang, you need to

feel low and angled," Baron said. "When you grab the wheel, it's a different

feel."

The appeal of this technology, she said, is that it allows workers to make

more adjustments while the vehicle is still in development. From designers

who determine the swoop of the cockpit to engineers who make sure all

mechanical aspects function properly, everyone can see how their choices

really appear in a vehicle.

Using virtual tools has shaved six to 18 months off Ford's product

development time and dropped the use of prototypes — which cost

$250,000 to $500,000 each — from a minimum of four to one or two per

launch, according to the Dearborn automaker.

IGI has a handful of advanced visualization competitors. But what's

important to clients, Baron said, is their knowledge of the visualization

system — where IGI has an edge.

"Truthfully the technology, the projector, you can probably buy off the web,"

she said. "It's really the expertise we are looking for — understanding how

we can get the most realistic projections."

IGI's clients have grown to include military operations and even post-

production companies in the movie industry, prompting Hernandez to open

an office in Culver City, Calif.

But IGI has no plans to abandon Michigan, where all the company's

equipment is designed and built.

"The automotive industry has driven a lot of technology in visualization and

advanced design, robotics, manufacturing and software," Hernandez said.

"The car companies helped us get to where we are."

IGI

Founded: 1998 

Employees: 24 

Contact: www.werigi.com or 248-624-6520 

Strategy: Sell large-scale, high-resolution projection systems for advanced

visualization applications. 

Lesson for other businesses: Providing expertise to clients on how they can get the
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